On Friday September 30th, Professor M. Lalasingha from the University of Windsor (Ontario) Law School delivered a lecture on the role of law in Communist China. The lecture was well attended by students and faculty, with the Court-room in Law School packed to the sides.

Professor Lalasingha is an excellent speaker and presented a fascinating view of how the structure of society in China remains intact, as a result of the walls of a Communist regime. He conveyed about their law enforcement procedures, the advocacy system, and courts, among other topics.

He stated that the role of Law in China was to maintain social harmony according to their political and economic system; which is just about the same working harmony according to their political and economic system. The law is not applied equally across the board to all individuals. There is a particular social criteria by which each individual is judged. The preliminary group that a miscreant comes in conflict with is his own peer and work unit. If they have not helped him to be a constructive member of the society then the individual is not punished but rehabilitated and re-educated. If those previous attempts have been made to rehabilitate, then the Public Security Station is called in. (The Police, in their terminology) They are at all times workers who are completely self-sufficient and unlike the police in the law, your power to give the public to go out of business is unfair punishment without a trial proceeding.

The organization of Justice is not one we would be at home with. All law students carry a very heavy load of cases and the same time fulfilling roles as ordinary workers in factories and the like. They work at all times, job after graduation until the State power in their area has been given the opportunity to prove he can be rehabilitated and if the prison officials decide he has proved himself, in about two years, then the prisoner is returned to society. (or alternatively, executed.)

Professor Lalasingha stressed that their law system is tied to their political system. As a result, we are not under such a tightly controlled social system. Civil laws are promulgated at the work-er's level. A Production Team (45,000 people) ideas is passed to the Revolutionary Committee.
For some years, a sampling of all graduate students has been completed regarding the types of personal goods or property that are properly or improperly of another; the wrongful taking and carrying away of those goods or property; and larceny. An instance of this.

Regardless of how many letters I may have received about the Library Services problem, I hereby hereby "humbly" request that the Law Review note-takers and Editors kindly make a list of the volumes of books they have in their offices and post it on their doors, so that people can see what is available.

Consider, at least, the results of your actions if you are ever caught. Is there a reason for you to fear the consequences of your actions? Or is it a question of not being caught?

Consider the results of your actions if you are ever caught. Is there a reason for you to fear the consequences of your actions? Or is it a question of not being caught?

The view from left field or better play shallow there's a weak hitter at bat with a reputation for being left-handed and a tendency to pull the ball. The rest of the lineup is a dangerous one. The Restaurateur'sAdobe is the mechanism in the present, the majority of the time, an actuality, a collection of images. Where it is that they are made, or when, or under what circumstances, no one is sure. It is the condition of the rhythm in which they are made.

The First Weeks

The view from left field or better play shallow there's a weak hitter at bat with a reputation for being left-handed and a tendency to pull the ball. The rest of the lineup is a dangerous one. The Restaurateur'sAdobe is the mechanism in the present, the majority of the time, an actuality, a collection of images. Where it is that they are made, or when, or under what circumstances, no one is sure. It is the condition of the rhythm in which they are made.
by Linda J. Barlow

Sometimes it is definitely wrong this semester. The faculty has not thought of any major ways to antagonize us. By this time last year we had threats of mandatory attendance and that old perennial favorite — "3 under 70's and you're out."

I must know that it was just a tactic to divert us from any real issues, like quality of the faculty.

Anyways, since I have nothing major to complain about, I'll tell you about the minor aggrevations which I've encountered this semester.

1) Parking Spaces. Well, already Valparaiso Law Students are a wide audience. And has nothing to say, B) Professor Marasinghe is in the law school lot or across the street. Lieve in Deans? (b) Anyways, since I have nothing to say, C) that all the tuition I pay entitles girls always do their homework.

Invisible Man: Up until last Friday nerve telling the fine gentlemen of the law faculty and why; what anyone who leaks information about another student was asked at a faculty meeting should be cited for violating the honor code. A) That all the tuition I pay entitles girls.

Professor Nelson of this is common gossip. My answer was nowhere to park either in the Flying Saucers, why was another exceptions that all the tuition I pay entitles girls.

Faculty, go ahead and sock it to us. We know you have all kinds of礼仪 plans in store for us. I just hope I remember all them when I'm an alum and you need funds.

As a final note, I apparently inspired some students last year. Star of stars, Pam Kosents gave me hell last week. She forgave me, however, when I told her that some of my best friends are law school students.

Continued From Page 3

heat the lid on FOR 25 MINUTES. At the end of the time, you can take lid off, toss in the top layer gently with a long-tined fork, very gently. Replace lid for five minutes, then repeat process. Once more and you will have rice that is light and fluffy just like the plain rice better with the BBQ sauce.

If you have a large enough saucepan, do two cups of rice with the idea of having some left over. Here's what you can do with it. Melt some butter in a frying pan. Add any or all of the following: onion, chopped; green pepper, chopped; celery chopped; or mushroom, slice or pieces.

Once all vegetables are limp, add the cooked rice (2-3 epg). Stir around until heated through.

Call for our Chuck Wagon on the spot Pizza & Sandwiches (For V. U. Students only)
Women Invited to Conference “free to be female”

The Women’s Caucus of IU School of Law, Indianapolis, invites you to a conference on Saturday, October 22, 1977. The event will take place the following Saturday, Sunday 3:00 p.m. and will feature several work-shops.

Keynote speaker will be Brenda Ferguson-Fastou. Ms. Ferguson-Fastou is a former national Vice-President of NOW, a member of the Advisory Committee of the National Women’s Caucus, former Director of the Women’s Rights Project of the ACLU, a member of the Equal Rights Committee of the ACLU, a co-founder and member of the board of the Women’s Action Alliance. She is a 1969 gradu­ate of Harvard Law School, she is a mother, and the wife of the author of The Male Machine, Marc Ferguson-Fastou.

All women law students are invited to attend. Registration forms are available from Gail Hamm and must be mailed by October 15. The registration fee is $5.00, which will include a buffet lunch. There will also be an information fair during the lunch break. Importantly, all women law students immediately join the Women’s Caucus. The purpose of this informal meeting is to meet with women from the future years. Where do most of the VU graduates secure employment? Anista believes that the program will be healthy and functioning well in two years. That means you first-year students should be able to expect help in hitting the by the time you graduate.

The Professor’s lecture was well received and at the end of the alloted time he answered several questions, after which he and some of the students continued on to a reception in the lounge where the questioning continued.

outside readings

Reviewed by Aphrodite

Dissertations

by Anita Yanoff.

The founder of “Enable our Children” instructs parents on how to instill in their offspring such qualities as close-mindedness and mob tyranny.

Politics Makes Strange Bedfellows, or Making Your Marriage Work, by George and Cornelia Ma­lice.

This enlightening text discusses the novel premise that wire­tapping your mate’s telephone leads to renewed marital harmony.

The Canons of Ethics Ex­plored by R. B. C. H. Honesty, Defensive Driving, or How Not to Become a HighwayStatistic, by K. D. “V.D.” All’s Mean.

Fashion Guide to Rape, by “Simple Silencer.”

Why Law School Stinks by C. E. M. Much Fun! by Harold V. Bax­endale.

SBA Reps!!

SBA ads. SBA ads. SBA ads.

SBA responsible enough to show up for the meetings then maybe they had better rethink why they ran for office. We didn’t elect you. So nothing and ignore you. Get on the ball Reps, and make sure your bodes are sitting in those meetings!

imprint your tee shirt

116 E. Lincolnway
Valparaiso, Ind.

Phone 462-1188

NORTHERN INDIANA BANK and TRUST COMPANY

VALPARAISO • MICHIGAN CITY • HARDIN • HERBSON

PHONES:

462-2151

PIONEER NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE

THE WELCOMING BOARD


DO IT IN THE KITCHEN
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**Soccer**

The Bard Soccer Jocks under the tutelage of the genial, intense Brian Carlson, pace the Residence League Title and play-off berth with a 10-4-1 record by October 4.

Back early this season the Barter Booster noted a snappy 4-0 over Weanerhill III, Walden, a one-sided victory that put the lawyers on notice. Carlson kicked off the law school with a head shot from the near side on the 50 to open the scoring, a rare occurrence on the playing field. The lawmen were down 0-1, 0-2, and 0-4 at halftime before扳回 the lead in the second period, scoring on a 35-yard pass to Walden in the third quarter. The final score was 30-0, the law school's first win over Weanerhill in the last three years. Carlson's goal was the first 3-0 in the series, and the lawyers were happy to have taken the lead. Carlson's goal was the first 3-0 in the series, and the lawyers were happy to have taken the lead.

**Team of the Week**

**Battling BARD Grid Squad Ties; Holds on to Undefeated Season**

Down 0-0 in the early going, the Battling BARD railed to take a 20-0 lead on a fine Flying Circus squad before settling for 20-9 in one of the finer IM games of the season.

The Circus, an independent squad composed mostly of Valpo basketball players, drew first blood following a BARD turn-over (injection). The BARD offense failed to score on the ensuing possession, but after a successful Circus punt, BARD took over on its own 31 and through the contests, BARD dominated the contest throughout, with strong midfield play by Stanley Steck, peg-legal. Big Bruce Van Hueslem added an "ajack" on a short time later, as the Weanerhill boosters booted their record to 2-0.

**Members of the team take a break from practice to show off their winning forms. Above, left to right: Ed Dirksen, Jim Ralls, Bob Stuckel, Chris Hunt, Nick Van, Rick Bolthouse, Scott Byerly, and GeoWiggins.

Below, standing: Cliff Duggan, Brian Cook, Joe Simonetti, Jeff Holmstrom, Steve Spruill, kneeling: Ernie Wrack, Dave Myers, and Paul Stanko.**

With a convincing 3-0 victory over the lost Flyin' Eps, the DRAB clinched the fraternity League Championship last Tuesday. As the game wound down, the DRAB defense began its quarterbacking of Bumper Hostetler, and the close play of the DRAB were the key acts. Other victories included a 20-0 "upset" over the Phi Delta, rampus champs for four years, a 10-0 win over the Sig Taus, and a 7-4 squeaker over the Pikes.

Defensively, the DRAB has only allowed its fraternity opponents twelve points in six games. The Thanking Hard of Keith Van "Raf" Johnson, Jerry McCoy, Mike Petkovich, and Ken Anderson (The younger) and John Lanning have consistently harried their opponents and their "upset" crowd, forcing over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blew the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after attempt was batted away. The V-H. squad have all year, blown the EP. The DRAB held the Sig Taus to a 19-6 lead over a fine Flying Circus, "beaten-up" with a 7-6 squeaker over the Pikes. The DRAB has been able to pinpoint his opponent's weaknesses, and forced over the point after assign the teams. The law school is planning to send a team to the national championship, where BARD will have the opportunity to showcase their skills and compete against the best teams from across the country. The BARD volleyball team is looking forward to this opportunity and is working hard to prepare for the upcoming tournament. The team has been practicing regularly and has been receiving feedback from various sources to help improve their performance.

The BARD volleyball-boosters boost their autum season league record over the 3-0 mark with a 3-0 win over the Big Green Machine last Tuesday. The win was highlighted by L. Rev. Steck, took the opener 15-0, then pulled out a pair of 15-15 wins to boost their overall mark to 5-4. In two earlier matches, the BARDs got by Westerman Hall 17-16, and by a 15-13, and then with a tie pushed their total to 15. Hostetler demonstrated some nifty two-handed driving skills in the second half, In the season debut in the 1M intramural competition, the Weanerhill V-Spillers topped the BARDs 17-15, and then with a tie pushed their total to 15. Hostetler demonstrated some nifty two-handed driving skills. In the season debut in the 1M intramural competition, the Weanerhill V-Spillers topped the BARDs 17-15, and then with a tie pushed their total to 15. Hostetler demonstrated some nifty two-handed driving skills.